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NEWSLETTER 

Brampton Ellis 

Church of England Aided 

Primary School 

 

 

 

NOTICE BOARD 
Please can all children bring in 

their reading records daily! 

 

Outdoor P.E. will be on a 

Wednesday. 
Indoor P.E. will be on a Friday.  

 

DIARY DATES 
Our first swimming session is on 

Thursday 12th December and 

sessions will continue for 12 weeks 

into the new year. 

 

HOMEWORK 
MyMaths homework will go live 

every Friday and will be due the 

following Friday. Please ask if you 

require a paper version of the 

homework. 

 

Children all have a Times Table 

Rockstars account, which we 

encourage them to use as often as 

possible. As part of the Y4 

curriculum, they are expected to 

be fluent in all times tables up to 

12 x 12 by the end of the year. 

 

Children also have reading records 

for any reading done at home. 

These will be checked daily and 

children will receive a team point 

for every time they read. 
 

CLASS TEACHER 

Mr Higgins 

ENGLISH 
In Literacy this week, we applied our 
learning on story writing to plan to 
continue the story we had been looking 
at. We created a plan for a problem, 
solution and resolution and made sure to 
include fronted adverbials and direct 
speech and expanded noun phrases, 
which we had been learning about. 
 

MATHS 
In Maths we learnt about multiplying 

and dividing numbers by 10 and 100 

and how the value of the digits 

changes as they move along the place 

value chart. 

 
SCIENCE 
In science we looked at the water cycle 
and how water changes state in order to 
evaporate and form condensation. 

  

TOPIC 
This week in our topic lesson, we used 

skills we have been practicing in 

maths to solve multi-step addition 

and subtraction word problems to 

find out facts and statistics about the 

Titanic. 

 

MUSIC 
We started a new unit in music this 

week and focused on counting the 4 

beats in each bar. We practiced 

tapping the pulse for various short 

musical excerpts and then learnt to 

play a short piece of music on the 

glockenspiels. 

 

COMPUTING 
In computing, we worked without the 

laptops this week, but begun to think 

about what an algorithm is. We drew 

our own pictures using only 2D shapes 

and wrote algorithms for these 

(purposefully including some ‘bugs’). 

Next week, we will swap with someone 

else and see if we can spot each other’s 

mistakes and debug the algorithms. 

 

ART 
We practised using hatching and cross 

hatching skills to create areas of dark 

and light on a city landscape that we 

drew ourselves. 

 

SPANISH 
In Spanish we completed the end of our 

first unit which focused on talking about 

ourselves. All children completed a 

Spanish identity card to describe who 

they are. 

 

RE 
In RE this week, we listened to the story of 
Rama and Sita and then worked in small 
groups to write a play script of the story.  
 

PE 
Our Indoor PE topic is Dance and our 
Outdoor PE topic is Football.  
 

Week Ending Friday 15th November 2019 

CURLEWS 
 


